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Learning from advocacy for a new law prohibiting physical and psychological violence against children and adolescents in Peru

In 2015 an important law was passed prohibiting physical and psychological violence against children and adolescents in Peru

Legislative measures to protect children’s rights were first implemented in Peru in the early 90s. The Code of Children and Adolescents\(^1\) was created in 1992 and regularly updated in the years after.\(^2\) Despite this legislative progress, violence against children and adolescents remained a prominent challenge in Peru; it was an accepted way to educate children among certain sectors of Peruvian society,\(^3\) and existing legislation did not provide sufficient protection. Article 74(d) of the Code of Children and Adolescents stated that parents should correct children ‘moderately’ and did not penalise parents or caregivers for using ‘moderate violence’ as a tool to raise their children, which some saw as an inadvertent endorsement of this behaviour.\(^4\)

As experiences of violence during childhood and/or adolescence can lead to negative health\(^5\) and educational outcomes,\(^6\) including life-long impairment,\(^7\) increased risk of early death\(^8\) and negative coping behaviours,\(^9\) this was of significant concern for some civil society groups.

However, in December 2015, a new law – Law No. 30403 – was enacted in Peru. Law No. 30403 prohibits the use of violence against children and adolescents in homes, schools, communities or any other space where children and adolescents spend a substantial amount of development time. The law defines physical and humiliating (psychological) punishment and adds a new article to the Code of Children and Adolescents stipulating every child’s right to receive fair treatment.

Much can be learnt from the efforts of the civil society groups that supported the new law

The Bernard van Leer Foundation has supported the Training Institute for Adolescents and Children Workers (INFANT) since 2005. Together with the Organisations for Children and Adolescents (ONNAS) and other civil society organisations, INFANT supported the introduction of a law prohibiting physical and psychological violence towards children. After nearly ten years of concentrated effort, the introduction of Law No. 30403 was a major step towards tackling violence against children and adolescents in Peruvian society.

The Bernard van Leer Foundation commissioned RAND Europe to produce a case study investigating the role INFANT, ONNAS and other stakeholders played in the events and debates between 2012 and 2015 leading to Law No. 30403 in Peru. The Foundation was particularly interested in identifying facilitators and barriers to the law and its implementation. An independent research team from RAND Europe collected data from different sources, including an extensive documentary review and interviews with stakeholders representing multiple perspectives and voices. By examining these sources, the case study highlights key characteristics perceived to have facilitated and enhanced the effectiveness of ONNAS and INFANT’s work.

This summary captures lessons for others aiming to drive policy change and, more specifically, for those working to prohibit the use of violence against children and adolescents.
Key factors that helped to maximise the impact of INFANT and ONNAS’s work

INFANT and ONNAS’s work encompassed three main spheres: political advocacy to build political support for banning physical and humiliating punishment against children and adolescents and secure political allies; media advocacy and public engagement to disseminate information across society and publicly demonstrate the need for legislative change; and educational activities for parents and caregivers to provide them with alternative ways to raise and educate children, as well as activities for children to teach them about their rights.

The case study identified five key elements of INFANT and ONNAS’s work

1. Young protagonists with innovative ideas and an intergenerational team

Compared to other civil society groups that supported a ban on physical and psychological violence towards children, the involvement of children and adolescents throughout the entire process was central to INFANT and ONNAS’s work. The movement was led and implemented by children themselves. They offered unique and creative input to the campaign, such as holding a small demonstration outside Congress in animal costumes to call attention to the discussion of an animal-rights law that was discussed before the law banning physical and psychological violence against children. Moreover, children joined the fan clubs of famous people to secure their support for the campaign.

The children acted as credible conveyors of their message, legitimising their struggle. Children, rather than adults, asked for the legislative change and led engagement with celebrities who championed the cause, while INFANT contributed the adult experience, perspective and connections that helped operationalise these efforts.

INFANT and ONNAS identified violence against children and adolescents in Peru as a prevalent and deeply ingrained societal issue and resolved to change this. They recognised the need to transform Peruvian cultural views to eliminate physical and psychological violence towards children. This goal guided their work between 2007 and 2015 and continues to be at the centre of their efforts. As part of this, INFANT and ONNAS agreed it was a priority to advocate for the introduction of a new law prohibiting physical and psychological violence towards children.

Aware that legislative change does not directly translate into cultural change, a core accompanying element of their approach was to raise awareness of the issue in social as well as political spheres. Between 2010 and 2012, they allied with Save the Children on a campaign called ‘Adiós al Castigo’ (‘Goodbye to Punishment’). With the support of the Bernard van Leer Foundation, they launched a second campaign between 2012 and 2015 called ‘Infancia Sin Castigo, Infancia Sin Violencia!’ (‘Childhood without Punishment, Childhood without Violence!’). After Law No. 30403 was approved, ONNAS and INFANT continued to raise awareness during the ‘El Poder de la Ternura’ (‘The Power of Affection’) campaign between 2016 and 2019.
ONNAS and INFANT’s approach also included collaboration with parents rather than leaving them feeling judged. They focused on empowering parents with the tools, knowledge and techniques to educate and nurture their children. As a result, their strategy was multilateral, focusing on the political and social.

Self-reflection and adaptivity to changing contexts were crucial, enabling ONNAS and INFANT to adjust their strategy to circumvent emerging barriers. For example, initial difficulties attracting media attention informed subsequent strategy changes. Unable to secure television time, they formed collaborations with famous artists and public figures instead, leading to increased media attention and a broader reach for their message.

This flexible approach was considered key, particularly when they depended on the availability and engagement of politicians and local authorities for political advocacy. Political figures and governmental representatives frequently changed, which meant that alliances were lost and new relationships had to be built.

Beyond their own collaborative partnership, ONNAS and INFANT sought political allies to facilitate the approval, regulation and implementation of legislation. They secured backing from congresspeople, a minister and local authorities. This support was crucial in achieving prioritisation of their legislative proposal on the political agenda. They also formed alliances with public figures (actors, musicians and journalists) to ensure their message reached the general public, and collaborated with other civil society organisations to strengthen their outreach.

In addition to financial support in the form of grants received from international organisations and funders (e.g. the Bernard van Leer Foundation and Save the Children), INFANT and ONNAS also received other forms of support through their alliances, such as concessions for using public spaces. For example, some municipalities in Lima and other provinces across the country provided logistical support to organise events, covered costs for security personnel, or, for example, donated a podium for events and the container for setting up the ‘Moving museum of affection’. INFANT and ONNAS also received donations from artists.
The wider context of INFANT and ONNAS actions

There was a broader shift in how violence was viewed in Peruvian society.

At both the political and societal level, an awareness that violence was an unacceptable violation of human rights (including children's) increased in Peru in the years leading up to legislative change. Prior to the legislative change, a wider debate about violence against children, women and minority groups started to take place. There was also growing awareness among politicians of the prevalence of violence as a national issue, which may have facilitated the law's adoption.

While the topic itself was not contentious, persistent resistance to the legislative change needed to be tackled.

Although it was difficult for politicians to openly challenge the idea of prohibiting violence against children and adolescents, resistance to the law continued due to the persistence of old cultural norms and views held by some members of Congress about how to educate children. From 2011 onwards, INFANT and ONNAS pursued dialogues with politicians to secure political allies to back their cause. Between 2013 and 2015, the law was prioritised by several members of Congress.

Other contextual factors likely facilitated the adoption of the new legislation.

Wider contextual factors, including growing international pressure on Peru to update its Code of Children and Adolescents, the eagerness of Congress representatives to approve the legislation and add it to their repertoire of achievements before the end of the presidential term, and the fact that the 2011-2016 government was more progressive and receptive to social welfare matters, are also likely to have facilitated the law’s adoption.
Work to ensure the effective implementation of the law continues

Law No. 30403 had minimal regulatory details when it was first approved, requiring considerable work to provide operationalisation guidelines. Regulations for implementation were defined between 2015 and 2018 and took effect on 7 J une 2018. To promote the continued effective regulation and implementation of the law, INFANT and ONNAS collaborated closely with Congress representatives and governmental institutions. Their work was further facilitated when ex-ONNAS members began taking-up governmental roles, becoming key allies. Moreover, following the establishment of regulations to implement the law, the Ministry of Women and Vulnerable Populations undertook awareness-raising campaigns and implemented guidance to change practice within education and local government institutions.

However, stronger resistance from opposing civil society groups also emerged. An organised opposition group started a campaign called ‘Con Mis Hijos No Te Metas’ (‘Don’t Mess with my Children’) and gained prominence in 2016. They found an ally in Congress, working with the congressman who had abstained from voting on the new law in 2015. The debate in Congress after the law’s approval was described as more conservative in general. These developments are a reminder that the mission to change deeply ingrained cultural views is still not complete. While fewer people believe physical punishment is necessary to educate children, a notable proportion of the population still considers violence as justifiable, as evidenced by national surveys - highlighting the importance of INFANT and ONNAS’s continued work to raise awareness.
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The 2019-2020 case studies and the Bernard van Leer Foundation’s focus on early childhood education

The Bernard van Leer Foundation has long focused on enhancing opportunities for children growing up in socially and economically disadvantaged circumstances, with a view to developing their innate potential (Bernard van Leer Foundation, 1999). The Foundation has contributed to a substantial body of work that emphasises the importance of early childhood (Van Gendt, 1998). More recently, it has turned its attention to how best to deliver early childhood services and the best policies in this field. Current knowledge on this topic is explored in its regular journals (e.g. Bernard van Leer Foundation, 2018a). As part of its approach to enhance opportunities for children, the Foundation seeks to intervene at a greater scale, e.g. funding projects with national reach instead of smaller-scale interventions. In 2018 it published its 2016-2020 Transition to Scale strategy (Bernard van Leer Foundation, 2018b), and in 2019 commissioned Harvard University, Princeton University and RAND Europe to deliver a set of case studies to document learning about implementing early childhood development programmes at scale.

The objective of these case studies is to ensure that lessons on ‘what works’ in operating at scale were systematically captured, assessed and made available for other governments, practitioners and foundations to use. The Foundation was particularly interested in learning about the critical conditions for achieving sustainable impact at scale in early childhood development.
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